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D I A L E C T I C S OF REVOLUTION ( to go with 5th part of, 

lecture and 14th book ) 

let (a gollectiv~ lst) is the J-fold fOal of the lst book -

American roots1 international Humanist concepti revolutionary 

nature of the dialectic, 

(Which is why the very lst chapter of 

~ends with AI~ in Hegel~ in our age.) p. 4J, 

· 2nd (again, a collective 2nd) what was not stated in book but 
~ 

YfllS liVed i.e. taking the responsibility for both N&L and Nand LComt 

·in a word, that was philosophic ideas that we were taking 
" • • c 

'ORGANIZATIONAL responsibility for. (1955) 

·.~---•·· .. :Jt'd, '. '. ·:--· 

.-~·-:. ··... tho 
. . . 

li~g to the new voices in the 60s1 .. and ~-

i~W!.• by returning at one the same time to Hegel, 

:original contributions, this time most consciously. 

.. .. 

. i 

b.":h~ creating the category of post-Marx Marxist at tinie when,.1 •. '}! 
, . )is;¥1a 'We fiJ!ished RLWLKM and objective events o:f the '70s (~ttigala ),{ 

. ·t.., · . ·:;~~"idg£1?"&• Ir~n, and so forth) as well as the Jli r· \~>1 .··.lj 

.. jj"u ;.. ·' 1
' WU became available. ··~J. > · )[~ 

·· · ~'tJl·~ ·~he ~~~4~11 ;~k actually has the let of onl~ a Marxis~··; .:·J'~ 
· ·HUiaaniSt wr1 tinge on a single sub j evt UXMKUKXI«Dfl•l 'whl.ciH , .··,;. ;}\~tti 

•, , ... _._.. " . ---:~::7~:::~/)'~~ 

• ·. ;~ontenda that though it is devoted to a single subject -- -WJ. - ;};/i'. 
·_ ·.:. .- ','!'i~;~:~_ .. ,~;~ 

i't actually tells the dialectics of revolution of all 4 revolutlo~ ~;.: .:: .. _; ,:.~_ ... , ,.'l), 

lSIIJai'·:: 



r·, . , I 
. ,1 
d7th, the multilinear Marx vs. the unilinear Engels on all 

hWIIan development so that, just as 1llil' creating the category~,or 

post-Marx Marxism as a deviation from Marx• s Marxism allowe.Q us 
manifestation of the ; ... ~ 

to point to the ~RAIL TO THE 1980s,·so the/multilinear char~Qter 

of Marx reconnected the conept of revolution-in-peramence as. 

ground also of organization, In a word, "Reaching for the .... 

Future" as the character of the 4th book, comprised all of our 

original contributions, i.e. concsetization of Marx's Marxism 

for our age. 

I 
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